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Discrimination against Mothers Is the
Strongest Form of Workplace Gender
Discrimination: Lessons from US Caregiver
Discrimination Law
Stephanie Bornstein, Joan C.Williams & Genevieve R. Painter'
'4@k-fa;ily recociliatin is an iutepal pair oJ labour law as the reult of two
denwgraphic chanes. The frst i the rise of theL tw~o-e ner faily. TheL scond i that, s Biby
Boomecrs a~e, carin ,for elders has becomet a pressinQ, concr ufor mnic as well as won. Despite
these chanTge~s, most European amd 4Americain u'oikpl ices still assume tha t the comiwttedI u'orier
has a family l[' secured so that Janily responsibilities do not distrat him frome work obk{ ations.
This~ way of oiganizin etmployment iround bi ieduinner hiusb d and acaregiv'er hiouseu'ik
whih arosec in the late eigheenth cntai , is secerly outdated oday: The ret I
workplace-wo~kforce mismatch: Mlany employers still hare wo~kta cs peyectly dcsip'itdJf~ the
ruoikfobrce of 1 960.
Labour law yers iu both Europe arnd the United States har:e deleoped letha/ stmt~ies to
reduce the woik-fizmily conicits that aise i iom this~ mismatch. Yet thet kc~a1 strategies de ,loped
iu Europe arc djjerenr Jfi those used iu the United States. The Europeaus' focus is ou public
poliqj; based on a Europeain politicali ti dition of conwwnal socia1 suppor ts a ti idition tile
United .States Iacks. Ad¢:ocates iu the LUited States, faced with the most family-hostile public
policy iu the de ,elopud world, hare dewloped letha/ emedies based on the American political
t adi tion ofindi vidu ilis m, us ing anti-discrim ination lau. to eliminate employmeL iscr~iimination
against miothers arnd other adults with ca~ihiing responsibilities This article explores both the
social scnce docHumenting that motherhiood is the stio nest ti (er fr gtnder bia i i the work
place arnd the American cases addressingt anidy' responsibilities discrimiation' (FRD).
Key~ords.: floik -fimily reconciliation, gender stereotypin2, sex discimiinaitions, 1libor 1aw
workplace-workJorce mismiatch, miatrn al wa/I discr iminton.
1 INTRODUCTION
In our modern economy, work-amily reconciliation is now recognized as an
integral part of" labour law. The issue of how workers can reconcile their work
responsibilities with their family obligations has become central because of twvo
maajor demographic changes. First, the wvaning of" the traditional breadwinner/
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homemaker family: In the United States, for example, women now compose half
(49.9%) of the US workforce, 1 and all adults are in the labour force for 70% of
American families with children. 2 Second, as the population of the developed
world ages, caring for elders has become a pressing concern, for men as well as
women. Given that modern medicine continues to extend people's lives, an
ever-increasing number of workers find themselves with day-to-day or crisis-based
responsibilities for care of ill or elderly family members) At stake are not simply
maternity leave and the care of young children: Workers worldwide face caregiving
responsibilities that can be very long term, sandwiched between aging parents and
children who require extensive parental attention well into their teenage years.
4
Despite these demographic shifts, most European and American workplaces
still assume that the committed worker has a family life secured so that family
responsibilities do not distract him from work obligations. This way of organizing
employment, around a breadwinner husband and a caregiver housewife, arose in
the late eighteenth century as part of the Industrial Revolution and is severely
outdated today 5 The result is mismatch: Many twenty-first century workplaces
have not yet adapted to the twenty-first century workforce, in which most workers
also have family responsibilities for children, elders, and ill family members.
Over the last quarter century, labour lawyers in Europe and the United States
alike have worked to reduce the work-family conflicts that arise from this
mlismatch, although using, in part, different legal strategies. Europeans have given
significant attention to work-family reconciliation through public policy based on
a European political tradition of communal social supports!6' At the same time,
advocates in the United States, who faced a hostile public policy environment,
developed legal remedies based on the American political tradition of
individualism, using anti-discrimination law to eliminate employment
discrimination against mothers and other adults with caregiving responsibilities.'
H. Boushey, 'The New Breadwinners', in The Shriver Rcpot: A 71 Jou's Nation Changes Evcrythin'
(Maria Shriver & The Center for -American Progress, 2009), 2, <-- wawomansnation.con/econony
.php>.
2 K. Kornbluh,'The ParentTrap', Thl Atlaitic '14ovitily,Jauary/Febiua ry 2003, 111.
3 See J. Levin-Epstein, Getting Punched: 1heJob and uuily Clock (Center for Law and Social PolicJtuly
2006), 3, <www. clasp. org/ publica-tions/getting-punched -fullnotes.pd>.
4 See ibid.: B. Schneider & D. Stevenson, The Ambitious Generation: America's Tecuie otwitd but
Diectiouless (New Haven, CT:Yaie University Press, 1999), 147.
5 See J. Williams, I -bendi , Gcder: 1hy Farnily avd Mork Couflict avd Hl'at to Do about It (New York,
NY: Oxford University Press, 2000), 20-24.
6 See JC. Gornick & M.K. Meyers, Fanilies that TVrk: Policies fioReconcilin' Parenthood avd Eiplo men
(Ne\ York, IN: Russell Sage Foundation, 2003), 297-303.
7 Se, e.g., J.C. Williams & C. Thomas Calvert, flb;'kLfi, Lat's Guide to Faumily Rcponrbiities
Discwln*tioui (Center for WvorkLife Law, 2006) and updates; J.C. Williams & S. Bornstein, 'The
Evolution of "FReD": Family Responsibilities Discrmination and Developments in the Law of
Stereot ping and Implicit Bias', Hasias LauwJoiual 59, no. 6 (2008): 1311,1 11I1358.
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It is well known today that the United States lags far behind Europe, and
indeed much of the rest of the world, in terms of legislation to reconcile work and
family- embarrassingly so. An oft-cited statistic is that the United States is one of
only four nations in the world to lack paid maternity leave - along with
Swaziland, Liberia, and Papua New Guinea.8 European labour law has made
significant progress in terms of legislating generous, paid leave for new parents;
providing high-quality, accessible child care; and allowing workers to shift their
schedules or reduce their working hours.9
While the United States has much to learn from European labour legislation
on this front, the United States has lessons to offer labour lawyers in other
countries, too. The inability to pass work-family legislation in the United States led
to an American legal path of focusing on anti-discrimination law to root out bias
against mothers and others who take on family caregiving roles. Addressing
employment discrimination against caregivers is of pressing importance for two
reasons. First, as the example of Sweden's 'daddy months' legislation
demonstrates, 1 without seriously addressing the underlying biases and stigma
against caregiving, even the most generous legislation to reconcile work and family
will risk falling short of its goals if only- women take advantage of it, while men
continue to function as ideal workers. Second, recent social science documenting
the 'motherhood penalty' and the 'maternal wall' shows that bias against mothers is
the strongest form of sex discrimination and among the strongest forms of
employment discrimination today, such that it should be a major concern to any
lawyer seeking equality in the workplace.
Much has been written, and should continue to be written, on what labour
lawyers and advocates in the United States can learn from European legislation to
reconcile work and family. This article seeks to identify what can be learned from
the United States on the importance of addressing caregiver discrimination in the
workplace. It begins with an overview of the current social science research on the
motherhood penalty and the maternal wall, which continue to greatly
disadvantage women workers today. The article then describes how lawy'ers in the
J. Heymann, A. Earle &- J. Hayes, 'The Work, Family, and Equity Index: How Does the United States
Measure up?' The Project on Global Working Furilies (2007), 12, <ww.mcgill.ca/flles/
ihsp/WFEI2007FEB.pdf>.
See, e.g., A. Hegewisch & J.C. Gornick, tuo Routes to ITO;lplace Flcxibiity in Coss-Ntiomal
Perspective (Institute for Women's Policy Resea ch & Center for WorkLife Law, 2008), <w-w-wwork
lifelaw.org/pubs St a tutor y%20Routes%20to2' 0-kFJex.pdt>.
'Daddy months' is the nicknamne of the rule in Sw edish law that each parents must take at least two
months of the thirteen months of paid parental leave available, or else the family \ ill lose these two
months of subsidies. See K. Mlard, L. Haas & C.P Hwanug, 'Famly -Supportive rgan izational Culture
and Fathers' Experiences of iork-tamily Conflict in Sweden', GCud,,I H tt" & O ia -. tiou 18, no. 2
(2011): 141-157; A.Z. Duvander &0 M. Johansson, 'Wihat -Are the Effects of Reibrms Promoting
Fathers' Parental Leave Use?', StoctdolwniJ R'eadi Repots in Dcin kph (2010): 14.
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United States developed anti-discrimination law to address caregiver bias and
concludes by discussing caregiver discrimination as part of labour law and of a
national agenda for work-family reconciliation.
2 EMERGING SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH:THE
MOTHERHOOD PENALTY AND THE MATERNAL WALL
At the root of American employment law, efforts to reconcile work and family are
a desire to redress gender inequality at work. As current demographic and social
science research demonstrates, motherhood is now a key trigger for gender bias.
Social science documenting both the 'motherhood penalty' and the 'maternal wall'
are robust and provide data that should be of interest to labour lax vers in other
countries.
21 '1HE MIOTHERHOOD PENALTY
Economic studies now document the 'motherhood penalty'- that is, a severe and
persistent economic penalty associated with motherhood. The wage gap between
mothers and others is now larger than that between men and women, and
motherhood accounts for much of the pay gap between men and women.
11
The motherhood penalty has been documented not only in the United States
but also in roughly a dozen other industrialized countries. 1 It shows no sign of
declining over time and is largest for poor women. 13 One study of seven
industrialized countries found that the penalty to mothers' pay after having one
child ranges from 4% (in Canada) to 8% (in the United Kingdom), while the
penalty in pay after having two children ranges from 5% to 24%, and after three
children, from 10% to 31%.14 Studies that control for human capital factors
calculate a wage penalty of from 1% to 5% per child and from 5% to 7% for two
children.15
The traditional explanation for the economic penalties that mothers
experience is that their priorities change after they have children.While, no doubt,
See SJ. Correll, S. Benard & In Paik, 'Getting a job: Is There a Motherhood Penalty?' Aicican Journal
q -Sociohogy 112, no. 5 (2007): 1297, 1298.
See J. Misra, M. Budig & S. Moller, 'Employient, W ges and Poverty: Reconciliation Policies and
Gender Equity',Working Paper, Draft on file with author (13 Apr. 2005).
See J. Waldfogel &- S. Mayer, 'Male-Female Differences in the Low-age Labor Market', lustitut to
Rescahclh on Poverty Focus 25 (1999).
14 S. Harkness &- J. Waldfogel, 'The Family Gap in Pay: Evidence from Seven Industrialized Countries',
CASE Paper 29 (1999).
IS S. Avellar & 1. Smock, 'Has The Price of Motherhood Declined over Time? A Cross-Cohort
Comparison of the Motherhood Wage Penalty',.Jou nal olf \IWariagc & Enniy 65 (2003): 597 (citing
studies).
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priorities may change, when mothers choose to shift their schedules, they do not
choose the economic and career marginalization that typically accompanies that
decision. That marginalization reflects an arbitrary, and indeed outdated, ideal: that
any serious worker is supported by a flow of domestic work from a wife and so is
available for 'full-time face-time'. Organizing work in this way, so that any other
pattern of work relegates workers to a lesser, 'mommy track', reflects
discriminatory workplace ideals. Many existing demographic studies find that, even
controlling for a wide variety of factors, some proportion of the wage gap between
mothers and others remains unexplained and may well be attributable to
discrimination .17
2.2 THE MATERNAL WALL
In addition to economic analyses documenting the motherhood penalty, a rapidly
growing number of social psychologx studies documents that mothers experience
profound gender discrimination at work. 18 The leading stud, published in 2007,
involved an experimental audit in which subjects were given matched resumes that
were identical except in one respect: one, but not the other, mentioned
membership in the parent-teachers' association, signalling that the applicant was a
mother.19 That single difference was enough to produce dramatically differential
treatment: childless women were 6 times more likely to be recommended for hire
and were 8.2 times more likely to be recommended for promotion than mothers,
and non-mothers were offered an average of USD 11,000 more in starting salary
than mothers. Mothers also were held to higher punctuality and peiformance
standards than either childless women or fathers. 2 This bias is much more
dramatic than typically is seen in studies involving 'glass-ceiling' discrimination.
21
While women who face glass-ceiling discrimination typically experience the
'death of a thousand cuts' - that is, many small biases that add up over time -
discrimination against mothers is more like a sledgehammer.
16 Travis, 'Recapturing the Transformative Potential of Employrnent Discriiination Law', 1 hi m-tou
& Lee La? Reiew; 62, no. 3 (2005): 6 (describing the 'bundle of related defult organzhtional
structures refeied to collectively as the "full-time face-time norm"').
7 See, e.g., MJ. Budig &- P England, 'The W'age Penalty for Motherhood', American Sociolodica Rv -
66, no. 2 (April 2001): 220, 204. In the Swedish context, see e.g., A.Boschini et al., Trading Oft or
Having It Mdl Completed Fertility ad Mid-Career Earnings of Swedish Men -d %Tomen',%oikg
Paper 2011:15, 36 (Institute for Labour Market Policy Evaluation).
See generally M. Biernat, FJ. Crosby & J.C. Williams (eds), 'The Maternal Wll: Research and Policy
Perspectives on Discrimination against Mothers',Journal of Social Issues 60 (Special Issue) (2004): 667.
1 Correll et al., supra n. 11, 1316, 1320, 1321.
21) Ibid., 1320-1323.
21 See V. Valian, h y So Slowv? 1The Advacc, uof Rome (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1999),
140 142.
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Other studies help explain why the bias against mothers today is so strong.
One leading study showed that, although 'businesswomen' are seen as virtually
identical in competence to 'businessmen', 'housewives' are lumped alongside the
most stigmatized groups in the entire economy: the elderly, blind, 'retarded', and
'disabled'- to use the words tested by the researchers. 22 Housewives are seen as
warm and likeable but not competent; employed mothers are seen as competent
but not likeable. Thus, working mothers face a Catch-22 that working fathers do
not face. 
23
Because the effects of bias against mothers in the workplace are so strong, it is
useful for any labour lawy'er to understand how such biases operate in the
workplace. Maternal wall bias consists of two distinct types of bias. The first is
prescrittie bias, which involves assumptions about how mothers shoiuld behave. For
example, an American customer service representative was told when she was fired
that it was so she 'could spend more time at home with her children'. 
24
Prescriptive bias can be more subtle, too - for example, when one American
lawyer was told, 'Don't you feel bad leaving your kids at home? Don't you miss
them? My wife could never do that'. 25 In each case, the message is clear: Mothers
belong at home.
The second form of maternal wall bias is descriIiive bias, which involves
assumptions about how women will behave because they are mothers. Descriptive
bias stems from the fact that stereotype-affirming information tends to be noticed,
recalled, and used in drawing inferences, while behaviour inconsistent with
stereotypes tends to be overlooked or forgotten. This leads to a well-documented
pattern of'he's skilled; she's lucky', in which men's successes tend to be attributed
to stable, internal causes, while women's successes tend to be attributed to
transient, outside conditions. In part, this relates to status: 'The successes of
high-status people tend to be attributed to talent and their mistakes to outside
circumstances, while the reverse is true for low-status people.i2 Social status also is
linked with competence assumptions: low-status people are assumed to periform
poorly. Motherhood appears to depress women s perceived status, leading to
22 ST. Fiske et al., 'A Model of (Often Mixed) Stereotype Content: Competence and Warmth
1Respectively Follow from Perceived Stares and Competition',Jounal of Per sonality and Social Psychology
82 (2002): 878.
23 See ibid.; AJC. Cuddy ST. Fiske & R Glick, 'The BIAS Map: Behaviors from Intergroup Affect and
Stereotypes' Jornnal of Pu oniliry and Social Psychology 92, no. 4 (kpril 2007): 631-648.
24 Slwehan v. Dorlen Corp., 17 Fd 1039, 1045 (7th Cir. 1999).
25 J.E. Gans Epner, Pi ibl 1i bi it,: MRoiben of Color in Law Firins (-Anerican Bar Association
Commission on Women in the Profession, 2006), 34.
26 J.C. Williams, 'The Social Psychology of Stereoty ping: Using Social Science to Litigate Gender
Discrimination Cases and Defang the "Cluelessness" Defense', Enploye Rilhts and Eployient Policy
Journal 7, no. 2 (2003): 401,416 417.
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descriptive stereotypes that mothers are less competent than other adults.
2 7
Another important pattern of descriptive bias stems from the perceived clash
between the 'ideal worker', seen as always available for work, and the ideal mother,
seen as alvays available for her children.2 'The result is what social scientists call
'role incongruity' - for example, when a supervisor told an American worker, a
lawyer who was a mother, that 'working mothers cannot be both good mothers
and good workers .29
Maternal vall bias tends to be triggered at three distinct points: at pregnancy,
when a worker returns from maternity leave, and when she requests or adopts a
part-time or flexible schedule.The earliest studies involve pregnancy, the first point at
which a woman's motherhood becomes salient. A 1990 study of business students
found a 'plummet' in the performance evaluations of women managers when they
became pregnant. Subjects reacted negatively towards a pregnant manager because
they expected her to be 'non-authoritarian, easy to negotiate with, gentle, and
neither intimidating nor aggressive, and nice'. 3 In other words, pregnant managers
encounter prescriptive bias in the form of an insistence that they act docile and
feminine; when they behave in the assertive, directive ways required by their role as
managers, they encounter workplace detriments. Likewise, a 1993 study found that
pregnant women encountered 3 8%o more intrusive personal comments, such as
having their behaviour attributed to hormones, 28%o reported negative reactions
from peers, 12%o reported open discrimination, and 48% reported that their
subordinates became hostile or upset when they became pregnant. 3 1 Other studies
have found that pregnancy depressed hiring recommendations, even when the
candidates received higher objective ratings, were rated lower on job commitment,
and were recommended for lover salaries.
32
The second trigger point for maternal wall bias is after a woman returns from
maternity leave and her motherhood itself becomes salient. In addition to the
leading study of matched resumes described above, in another experiment involving
a profile of a female management consultant, it was found that mothers were rated as
27 See C.L. Ridgeway & SJ. Correll, 'Motherhood as a Status Characteristic',Jouvial f Social Issues 60,
no. 4 (2004): 683, 683-700.
28 See D. Kobrynowicz & M. Biernat, 'Decoding Subjective Evaluations: How Strategies Provide Shifting
St ndards', Jo),ial of Exlp;i ti i I So ial Psychlogy 33 (1997): 579, 587-588. See W0illiams, Unbending
Gender, supra n. - 1-6 (introducing the concept of the 'ideal worker').
29 T, :a v. Haford, h c., No. 98 CIV. 2205, 1998 WL 912101, at *5 (S.D.N.Y 30 Dec. 1998). For a
discussion of maternal wall bias in general, see Biernat et. al, supra n. 18.
S. Benard, I. Paik & SJ. Correll,'Cognitive Bias and the Motherhood Penaltv', lastings La'Jouial 59
(2008): 1359, 1369-1370 (citing S.J. Corse, Pregnrant Managers and Their Subordinates: The Effects of
Gender Expectations on Hierarchal Relationships,'Jourvial ftApplied Blha io , Sce, ,6 (1990): 39).
ibid., 1370-1371 (citing J.A. Halpert & J. Hickian Burg, 'Mixed Messages: Co- worker Response to
he Pegnrant Employee',Jo ria of Busirims arid Psychology 12 (1997): 241, 245-248).
See ibid., 1370 1372 (summarizing studies, citations omitted).
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less competent and were less likely to be recommended for promotion or
management training than candidates with identical resumes but without children. 33
In sharp contrast, fathers were held to lower performance and commitment
standards than non-fathers. 34 Note the descriptive stereotypes that help fathers (he
has a family to support) and hurt mothers (she has a family to take care of). Both
mothers and fathers were seen as less committed to their jobs, but only mothers were
seen as less coip tenlt 35 Another study found that mothers were seen as less
career-oriented, less success-oriented, and less reliable than women without
children, while men's ratings on similar measures were not affected by parenthood. 36
Underscoring these biases, a recent pattern noted by American employment lawyers
is 'second child syndrome', whereby women who do not encounter workplace
gender bias with their first child then encounter it after having a second child. In
these cases, having one child may be acceptable for al good worker, but a woman
who has two or more children has clearly signalled that she is not just a worker with
a child, but she is also a caregiver with competing demands at home, which are
viewed as incongruous with her responsibilities at work.
The third trigger for maternal wall bias is when a woman requests or adopts a
flexible or part-time schedule. Early studies show that women who work part time
often get the worst of both worlds: They are considered less warm than mothers
who do not work and less competent that women who work full time. 3 8 A raft of
new, yet to be published studies explores this phenomenon, known as the
'flexibility stigma': the stigma often associated with working anything other than a
'standard', full-time schedule. 39 Flexibility stigma stems from what American
sociologist Mary Blair-Loy calls 'the schema of work devotion', which mandates
that employees make work the central focus of their lives and have their personal
lives arranged so as to always be available for work 4 ' As when a woman gets
pregnant or returns from maternity leave, when a woman alters her schedule, she
AJ.C. Cudd & Susan T. Fiske, 'When Professionals Become Mothers,Warmth Doesn't Cut the Ice',
_Journa ofSocial sues 60, no. 4 (2004): 701,701 718.
SIbid. 11-713.
35 Ibid
M. Blair-Loy, Conipctivi Devotions: Career and Faui!y amoiovii biJoici Exeut ics (C anbridge: Harvard
University Press, 2003), 120.
See C. Thoiias Calvert, Faily Responsiblities Disciiiunation: Litatiovt Update 2010 (Center for
WorkLite Law, 2010), 3, <wwwworklitelaw.org /pubs FRDupdate.pdf>.
3 See, e.g., A.H. Eagly & V.J. Steften, 'Gender Stereotypes, Occupational Roles, and Beliefs about
Part-Time Employees', Psyclwogy of bmen Quarter:y 10 (1986), 252.
39 A formal proposal has been accepted by the Journal of Social Issues for a forthcoming special issue on
the flexibility stigma, and studies are currently in process. For already published studies on penalties to
flexible workers, see, e.g., S.A. Rogier & M.Y Padgett, 'The Impact of Utilizing a Flexible Work
Schedule on the Perceived Career Advancement Potential of Women', HuMii Resowce Development
Qur ly 15 (2004): 89, 89-106; M. Blair-Loy & A.S. Wharton, 'Employees' Use of Work-IaFmily
Policies and the Workplace Social Context', Social Forcs 8 (2002): 813, 813-845.
4() Blair-Loy, supra n. 36, 1.
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makes salient her identity as a mother:'First comes love, then comes marriage, then
comes flextime and a baby carriage', opined a supervisor at the American
company Novartis, in a quote cited in a subsequent lawsuit brought by employees
for gender discrimination. 4 1 Flexible or part-time work also triggers descriptive
bias, as indicated in the following quote from an American attorney:
Before I went part-time, when I wasn't at my desk, people assumed I was at a business
meeting. Afterwards, they assumed I was home with my kids - even if I was with a client.
Also, before I went part-time, when I did not give people the turnaround they hoped for,
they gave me the benefit of the doubt. All that ended when I went part-time. As a result,
ny performance evaluations fell, even though the quality ofny work did not change. 42
Note ho-, when this attorney worked full time, she was given the benefit of the
doubt and assumed to be working. After going part time, she was no longer given
the benefit of the doubt and was assumed to be caring for her children even when
she was working. In this pattern of descriptive bias, known as leniency bias,
members of in-groups (here, full-time workers) tend to be given the benefit of the
doubt, while members of out-groups (here, part-time workers, all women) are
not.13 The attorney also experienced attribution bias: when she worked tull time,
people attributed her absences to business reasons, whereas after she went part
time, they attributed her absences to family reasons. Her evaluations fell because
leniency bias meant she had to 'try twice as hard to get half as far', and attribution
bias meant that people around her interpreted her behaviour as evidence of a lack
of work commitment even when it, in fact, illustrated her work commitment (she
was at a business meeting).
2 3 MEN AND CAREGIER BIAS
Although maternal wall bias typically affects mothers, it can also afect men, having
a devastating impact on men who step outside of the 'breadwinner' role to actively
participate in family caregiving - as European traditions and policies encourage
men to do. While gender bias against women reflects automatic assumptions that
link motherhood with a lack of work commitment and competence, the matching
gender bias against tathers operates differently. When social psychologists simply
ask about 'fathers', they find that fatherhood actually helps men on the job. Several
4*1' 1IecL Nocarti, Pharnis. Corp., 244 ER.D. 243 (S.D.N.Y 2007); Duff Wilson, 'Novartis Bias Suit to
Begin', 1\N'eu York Titn', 6 Apr. 2010, <wwwnytines.com/2010 04 07/business/07gender.htni'
ref-owartis ag>.
4 J.C.-Williams, C. Thomas Calvert & H. Cohen Cooper, 'Better on Balance? The Corporate Counsel
Work/Life Report', Prioject for Attorney Retention (December 2003), 29.
43 M.B. Brewver,In Group Favoritism:The Subtle Side of Intergroup Discrimination', in Codes of Codhwt
Behaviond Resa(-ch into Business Ethics, eds D.M. Messick & A.E. lenbrunsel (Ness York, NY: Russell
Sage, 1996),58 68.
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studies have found that fathers are seen as better prospects for hiring and
promotion and are held to lower performance and punctuality standards than are
men without children. 44 However, as other studies show, fathers who actually seek
time off for family reasons experience serious career penalties: Fathers who took
parental leave or even short work absence due to family caregiving were
recommended for fewer rewards, viewed as less committed, and given lower
performance ratings 4 5 Thus, when a man is simply described as a father, the
assumption is that he will do what fathers are expected to do: leave most, or all, of
the caregiving responsibilities that conflict with work obligations to his wife, and
he benefits from the underlying stereotypes of men as competent and women as
warm. However, if a father thwarts the expectations that parenthood will make
him morc committed to work, he may well face a caregiver bias even stronger than
that faced by mothers.
Caregiver bias and the flexibility stigma affect men as well as women and are
usually triggered when a man takes parental leave, requests a part-time or flexible
schedule, or deviates from the expected norm that he will be totally devoted to
work. Said one University professor of his experience, 'My request for family leave
was met with a sneering denial by my chair'. 46 Another American man who asked
to take family leave was told that by doing so he would be 'cutting his own
throat'. 4 7 These examples show that caregiver bias is gender bias, despite the fact
that it is encountered by men as well as women: It results from prescriptive bias
that polices men out of caregiving roles and women out of breadwinning roles.
Current theoretical frameworks suggest that the organizational penalties
encountered by men who take leave or use flexible work arrangements reflect
penalties frt gender nonconformity. 4 8 Conditioning workplace success on the
perceived proper performance of traditional gender roles is not a suitable role for
an employer.
44 Cuddy & Fiske, supr n. 33, 701 718; Ridgeway & Correll, supra n. 27,683 700.
45 T.D. Allen & JE. Russell, 'Parental Leave of Absence: Some Not So Family-Friendly Implications',
Jounanl o f Applied Social Psychology 29 (1999): 166, J.H. WVyne & B.L. Cordeiro, 'Who Is a Good
Organizational Citizen?: Social Perception of Male and Female Employees Who Use Family Leave',
Sex Roles 49 (2003): 233, 233-234, A.B. Butler & A. Skattebo, -- at Is Acceptable for Women May
Not Be for Men: The Effect of Family Coiflicts with Work on Job Pertormance Ratings',Journal f
Occupational & O(qanizational Psychology 77 (2004): 553, 553-559. Compare E.-A. Johansson, 'The
Effect of Own and Spousal Parental Leave on Earnings', Working Paper 2010:4 (IFAU, Uppsala
University, 2010).
4, K. Frasch et al., Creating a Fanyil Friendly Dpar tneit: Chairs and Deans Toolkit (2007), 17,
<Ihttp ://ucfaiiilyedge.berkeleyedu/ ChairsuidDeansToolkitFinal7-07.pdf>.
47 Calvert, supra n. 3, 2.
48 See JL. Berdah 'Ha.a-ssient Based on Sex: Protecting Social Status in the Context of Gender
Hierarchy', Acd,,y of \VIaua e, Revie 32 (2007): 641, 641-658.: L.A. Rudman & K. Fairchild,
'Reactions to Counterstereotypic Behavior: The Role of Backlash in Cultural Stereotype
Maintenance' Jo ,,al fPctsouIhty aid Social P~schtolqy 87 (2004): 157, 157 176.
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Understanding the ways in which caregiver bias and the flexibility stigma
operates and the points at which it is triggered is important for labour lawv ers,
especially in light of work-family reconciliation policies that focuses on generous
parental leave and working hours legislation but not on gender bias. As social
scientific studies over the past decade have documented - and as new studies
continue to document - workers who use policies that allow them to take leave or
adopt a flexible or reduced schedule may be penalized and marginalized when
they return to work, thereby weakening the effectiveness of those policies
themselves.
3 CAREGIVER LITIGATION IN THE UNITED STATES
So what are the implications of this new social science for labour law, and how has
it factored into the American approach to reconciling work and family? To answer
that question requires us to return to the fact that our workplace ideals still
enshrine the worker who starts to work in early adulthood and works, full time
and full force, for forty years without a break. That way of defining who is an ideal
worker embeds gender bias by defining workplaces around men's bodies - they
need no time off for childbearing - and men's traditional life patterns - women
still do the large bulk of child care. Jobs designed around men and masculinity
discriminate against women,49 80% of whom become mothers by the time they
are forty four years old (to use the US data).
To address this workplace/workforce mismatch and to remedy bias against
mothers and others with caregiving responsibilities at work, American labour
lawyers have used the social science on the maternal wall and US
anti-discrimination law to develop a legal field known as 'family responsibilities
discrimination' (FRD) or 'caregiver discinination' . Over the past decade, led by
the Center for WorkLife Law (which co-author Joan Williams directs), American
employment lawy'ers have developed a variety of legal theories under US law to
redress family caregiving responsibilities. The leading theory was developed under
See WVilliams, 2000, supra n. 5.
J. Lawler Dye, Fertility of Aiaii 1 oui Jame 2006, Population Chaacistics P20-558 (US Census
Bureau, August 2008), 1, <www.censu gov/prod/2008pubs/p20-558.pdft (stating that 20% of
women aged 40-44 had no children).
Of course, it is worth noting that Ainerican labour lawyers have also been working for many years to
expand public policy, looking to Europe for models, yet to virtually no avail: To date, federal law in the
United States provides only twelve weeks of unpaid family and medical leave to only certain workers,
does not require paid sick leave or vacation, does not provide a right to request reduced or cianged
work hours, and provides little to no publicly fu nded preschool for children prior to public school: a
few states provide greater public policy. See Heymann et -J., upra n. 8, 1-5; Hegewisch & Gornick,
n. 9, 18, Table 2. However, the -American political traditions of individualism, capitalism, and
hostility to publicly fu nded social supports have left -American labour lawyers with little to rely on in
the legislative arena.
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in
employment based on 'sex', among other protected categories (i.e., race, color,
religion, and national origin). Title VII allows for two different types of lawsuits:
those alleging 'disparate treatment', where an employer takes a negative
employment action against an employee (or group of employees) because of that
employee s sex, and 'disparate impact', where an employer engages in a seemingly
neutral policy or practice that has a disproportionately negative impact on one sex.
Because at the time these theories were developed, US courts disfavoured the
disparate impact type of lawsuit (making lawyers less likely to want to pursue new
legal theories using that type of lawsuit),52 caregiver discrimination theories in US
law developed primarily as disparate treatment lawsuits under TitleVII.
To allege caregiver discrimination using a disparate treatment theory under
Title VII required starting with the fact that, as noted above, workplaces are
designed around an ideal worker who works full time and full force for forty years
straight. This approach designs jobs not only around men's bodies but also around
masculinity - in particular, around a de facto requirement that the ideal worker
play the role of a male breadwinner supported by a flow of family work from a
partner whose workforce participation is framed around her role as a primary
caregiver. When jobs are designed around men and masculinity, gender
stereotyping arises in everyday workplace interactions. American lawyers, relying
on the social science literature that documents that motherhood is a key trigger
for gender bias, could then litigate experiences of maternal wall bias as gender
discrimination.
As of 2001, when the Center forWorkLife Law began this work, the accepted
way to prove that an employee experienced disparate treatment sex discrimination
under Title VII was to point to a similarly situated man (a 'comparator') who had
been treated better than the female employee in question. This approach is not
required by the law itself (which requires only proof that the circumstances lead to
an inference of discrimination), but it was the customary method of proof- and it
had two significant limitations fior women seeking to redress sex discrimination.
First, some courts had, nonsensically, dismissed claims brought by pregnant women
on the grounds that their sex discrimination cases could not be proven because
they had failed to provide a comparator - a pregnant man who was similarly
situated and had been treated better. Second, because of the extremely high level
of sex segregation in American workplaces, many women work in jobs with a
predominately or all female workforce, making them unable to point to a male
comparator, because no men work in their job category.
5 2 See, e g, S.R. Bagenstos, 'The Structural Turn and the Limits of Antidiscrimination Law', Calitofnia
Law Rvi w 94, no. 1 (2006): 44-45; C.A. Sullivan, 'Disparate Impact: Looking Past the Desert Palace
Mirage', i li i i4,ry La, Re,ie, 47 (2005): 911,954 966.
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In 2003, in a law review article entitled Beyo d the Mlaternal 11/all: Relief for
Famvily Carecivers IlTho Arc Discriminated aqaiust on the Job,53 Joan Williams and a
co-author wrote about maternal wall bias, citing the then-available social scientific
studies documenting it, and introducing its role in workplace discrimination
against mothers. The following year, the article was cited by the federal Second
Circuit Court of Appeals in Back v. Hasti,£s oi Hidsor 1Aiim Free ScIool District,
365 E3d 107 (2d Cir. 2004), a landmark case holding that evidence that a negative
employment action was taken because of gender stereotypes of mothers alone was
enough to sustain a complaint of sex discrimination, even without evidence that a
male comparator was treated better. The plaintiff, Elena Back, was a school
psychologist with excellent job performance who was denied tenure after she had
children. Her female supervisors told her that her job was not for someone 'with
little ones at home' and that it was 'not possible [...] to be a good mother and have
this job'. 4 In overturning the lower court's grant of summary judgment for the
employer, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals articulated the stereotyping
approach that now lies at the centre of US caregiver-discrimination law:
,stereotyping of women as caregivers can by itself and without more be evidence
of an impermissible, sex-based motive' 55
As Back signals, the key thrust of US caregiver litigation is to provide
protection for mothers who seek nothing more than to continue in their jobs,
working in the locations and schedules in which they have always worked.
Unfortunately, this modest aspiration eludes many mothers. One woman's
supervisor told her after she became a stepmother that 'working mothers could not
perform as well as men or women without children, that mothers should stay at
home, and that she would have to choose between being a mother and a sales
manager'. Another female employee was told she was not promoted because
'you have kids'. 5 7 Another called her employer to arrange for her return from
maternitv leave and was told she should not come back because mothers belong at
home.- Yet another was told that mothers would not be hired because women
lose too many brain cells when they have children. 5 9 Still another was told, for ten
3 .C. Williams & N. Segal, 'Beyond the Maternal Vall: Relief for Family Caregivers Who -Are
Discriminated against on the job', Va;,ard I I '.U Law'omural 26 (2003):77.
54 Back v. o Hudson Union Free Sdh. Dit., 365 F3d 107, 115 (2d Cir. 2004). Back ultimately lost
at trial, Back v Has Prds on Hudson,, 161 Fed. Appx. 96 (2d Cir. 2005) (affirming denial of a motion for a
new trial after a jury reJected her claim), but the Second Circuit opinion remains good law.
5 1bid., 122.
56 G(:vi pbiz, 106 FEP Cases (BNA) 2 222 (9th Cir. 2009).
,7 Lust Sa4y, 383 F3d 580, 583 (7th Cir. 2004).
SBaey . Scott-Gallaher, 253 V. 121,123 (Vi. 1997).
59 Dbi, v Provo Group, Inc., 519 E Supp. 2d 811,823 (N.D. IN.l2007).
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years in a row, that she was the top candidate but would not be promoted because
she was a mother. 
6 0
By 2006, the Center for WorkLife Law reported that lawsuits alleging such
FRD had increased 400% during the prior decade, during a period in which the
general number of employment discrimination lawsuits was decreasing overall6 1
By 2010, that rate of increase had held steady at 400%, with the Center fior
WorkLife Law documenting that employees in FRD lawsuits prevail in about half
of the cases, far more frequently than in employment discrimination suits in
general, in which employees' win rate varies from 4% to 3O0. 6 As of January
2010, the average verdict/settlement was over USD 570,000, with twenty-one
cases resulting in damages of over USD 1 million and four in over USD 10
million.6 Since then (and not factored into these averages), the largest relevant
monetary verdict was decided: A jury in Velez v N vartis handed down a verdict in
excess of USD 250 million in a gender discrimination class action suit that
involved both maternal wall and other types of gender discrimination. 
4
In 2007, the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) - the
federal government agency that enforces employment anti-discrimination laws -
crystallized and further sparked the development of caregiver discrimination law
by issuing its Enforcerent Guidance: )TIlauf i Disparate Treatenet of Tbrkers with
Care i.6n Responsibilities5 While not formally binding like a court decision or
statute, the EEOC Guidance states the official position of the agency charged with
enforcing anti-discrimination law, making it persuasive to courts considering
caregiver discrimination cases. Perhaps even more important, employment lawyers
who defend employers from discrimination suits took the Guidance as a signal that
FRD was a fact of life and began to advise their clients to avoid disadvantaging
caregivers in ways that might lead to liabili 66 In its Guidance, the EEOC
adopted the holding in Back that sex discrimination in employment may be
61) Leluan ,. Kold's Dy7't Store, Ohio Ct. Comnion Pleas, No. C- 06-581501 (2007. For a discussion of
the developiment of this case la over time, see generally Williams . Bornstei, upa n. 7.
61 M.C. Still, Litigatiug the Mate , I! , k4ll U S. Last its Cltagiug Dis wmiltion gain M I, k ith Faidy
Re s on) ,ibilities (Center for 'WiorkLife Law, 2006), <wwxvw.worklifelaw\ r-, 'pubs/ FRDreport.pdf>.
62 C avert sip n. 37, 11.
Ibi i . 12.
64 D Govin & P Hurtado, 'Novartis Must Pay $250 Million in Gender Bias Lawsuit', Bloonbe , Buiviss
I4(6k, 19 May 2010, <wwwNxNbusinesswNeek.com/news/2010-05-19 novartis-mst-py-250-nillion-in-
gender-bias-lawsuit-update5-.htnml>. The parties later settled for USD 175 million. Grant McCool &
Jonathan Stempel, 'Nowartis in $175 Million Gender Bias Settlement', Rcuttrs, 14 Jul. 2010,
<www.reuters.com/article/id'USTRE66D57Z20100714>.
65 US Equal Employment Opportunity Connnission, 'Eiorcement Guidance: Unlawful Disparate
Treatment of'rorkers with Caregiving Responsibilities', EEOC Compliance Manual 2 (BNA) ,%615
(23 May 2007), <w vww.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/caregiving.pdf>.
66 See M.C. Still,'Family Pesponsibilities Discrimination and the New Institutionalism: The Interactive
Process through which Legal and Social Factors Produce Institutional Change', Hastings LiwJournl
59(2008): 1491,1513 1514.
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proven, even without comparator evidence, based on evidence of gender
stereotyping of mothers. It then went further to address several ways in which
maternal wall bias negatively impacts working caregivers. 'Employment decisions
based on such stereotypes violate the federal antidiscrimination statutes, even
when an employer acts upon such stereotypes unconsciously or reflexively', 6 the
Guidance states - importantly, because the descriptive bias at the root of the
maternal wall typically is unselfconscious and automatic (although it can be
controlled). Highlighting the negative competence associations of maternal wall
bias, the Guidance continues: 'Investigators [charged with investigating
discrimination complaints] should be aware that it may be more difficult to
recognize sex stereotyping when it affects an employer's evaluation of a worker's
general competence'. 6 The Guidance specifically mentions one common type of
maternal wall bias, benevolent prescriptive stereotyping, whereby an employer tells
the mother of young children that he did not consider her for a promotion
because 'I knew it wasn't a good time for you, because of your children', '9 (The
proper approach is for the employer to ask the mother in question whether she
wants the opportunity in question.)
Some commentators have argued that caregiver litigation in the United States
can help only women whose work patterns approximate those of the typical
man. This view is much exaggerated. Disparate treatment theory under Title VII,
the EEOC Guidance, and American case law provide some redress for those who
work part-time or flexible schedules and those affected by the flexibility stigma. In
its Guidance, the EEOC notes that part-time work can be a trigger for maternal
wall bias: 'Employers may further stereotype female caregivers who adopt
part-time or flexible work schedules as "homemakers" who are less committed to
the workplace than their full-time colleagues' The EEOC links the common
conflation of work schedule with work commitment as stereotyping - which
makes sense given studies showing that many part-time workers are equally or
more committed to and satisfied with their jobs than full-time workers.'
2
American employees also have sued and won various rights related to workplace
(,7 US Equal Employment Opportunity Conmmssion, supra n. 65.
68 Ibid.
(,9 Ibid.
7 See Williams & Bornstein, 'upar n. 7, 1337 141 (citing Martha Chiaiallas, 'Mothers and Disparate
Treatment: The Ghost of Martin Marietta', :I la/oia Law Review 44 (1999): 337, 338 339; Debbie N.
Kaminer, 'The Work-Family Conflict: Developing a Model of Parental Accommodation in the
Workplace', A merican 11ive sity Lauw Reviet, 54 2004): 3, 307).
71 US Equal Employment Opportunity Conmmssion, supra n. 65.
72 Se, e.g., D. Comffort, K. Johnson & D. Wllace, Evolvirig 1oKr,'placc Series: Part- ['e Dbr/K, aud
Famiy- ndly Pract ic Cawia1 Wouklia (Ottowa, Ontario: Minister of Industry, Statistics Canada
& Human Resources Development Canada, 2003), 19; EJ. Hill, \ Martinson & M. Ferris, 'New
Concept Part-Tie Employment as a Work-Fnily Adaptive Strategy for Women Professionals with
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flexibilim An employee whose flexible work schedule, among other benefits, was
taken away after she announced her pregnancy was found to have suffered
disparate treatment. Likewise, when a female employee who occasionally worked
at home was no longer allowed to do so by a new supervisor but men were, she
complained and was fired, a court held this to be in retaliation foi complaining of
sex discrimination 4 In a decision later adopted by the US Supreme Court, the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals held that revoking a mother's alternative 7 a.m.
to 3 p.m. work schedule and insisting that she work from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. could
constitute retaliation under 1itle VII.75 Even employees on part-time schedules
have sued successfully - for example, when employees were not allowed to change
or reduce their work schedules for fanily caregiving reasons while others were
allowed to do so for non-family caregiving reasons. 76 In addition, while courts are
split on this issue, at least one American court has ruled that paying a female
chemist on a 75% time schedule less than a proportionately equal pay rate than a
male chemist who performed substantially the same work but on a full-time
schedule could be unlawful sex discrimination.
7 7
Other caregivers have successfully litigated their claims as disparate imp icr suits
under Title VII, a legal theory that has the potential to contest directly workplace
structures designed around men and masculinit. (The EEOC Guidance only
addressed disparate treatment, not disparate impact claims.) That is, arguments that
an employer policy or practice had a disproportionately negative impact on
mothers, and therefore, women have been a successful way to challenge a variety
of facially neutral employer policies. One woman successfully challenged an
employer policy that limited promotions to those who could relocate, which had a
disparate impact on women because men are less likely to move for their wives'
Small Children', Fatily Relations 53 (2004): 282, 288; T.J. Thorsteminson, 'Job Attitudes of Part-Time vs.
Full-Time Wiorkers: A Meta-analytic Review',Journal oft Occupational and OG 1 tioual Psychology 76
(2003,), , 169.
73 Otwu ,'JHMV,2007 Mealey'sJuryVerdicts & Sett1ements 1479 (N.D. Ala. 2007).
74 Ho, big .UP, Inc., No. 05-2144-KH\V 2006 WL 2092457 (D. Kan. 27 Jul. 2006).
7 1 S h ton . Iv inois Dept. (f Revenue, 420 F3d 658-59, 662-63 (7th Cit. 2005). This case was later
adopted by the US Supreme Court in B:tlind .n & Sata Ee K1 V. v. ie, 548 U.S. 53 (2006).
76 See, e.g., Tornascll . Upper Por0oveT.,No. 04-2646, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25754 (E.D. Pa. 22 Dec.
2004) (holding that denial of reduced work schedule to a woan for pregnancy and childcare reasons
while men were so granted for physical or personal needs is disparate treatment); aker . Dep't of Pub.
Safi)y, 11 F Supp. 2d 467 (D. Del. 1998) (holding that refusal to give a woman a fied, rather than
rotating, work schedule for childcare reasons while men are given fixed schedules for other reasons is
disparate treatment).
77 See LAoveti ,' BBNT Solutions, LLC, 295 F Supp. 2d 611, 615-616 (E.D.Aa. 2003). Note, however, that
there is also negative precedent on this issue, holding that piu1t- and full-time employees carnot be
compared under the Equal Pay Act. See, e.g., L, -co v Nlco CIuujicia Co., 1999 WL 199251, at 13 (N.
D. II. 30 Mar. 1999); LLOC v At4/eer's Hoie S.e s, Inc., 672 F Supp. 201, 214 W D. Pa. 1987); Asher
t Riser Foods, Inc., 1993 WL 94305, at 4 (6th Cit 0 Mar. 1993) (per curium).
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jobs than women are for their husbands' jobs. Another lawsuit challenged an
employer policy of terminating any employee who required long-term sick leave
in their first year of employment where fifty of the fifty-three employees
terminated under the policy during a four-year period were women, twenty of
whom were pregnant.79 In another case, a woman who wanted to use her sick
leave to care for her premature child challenged her employer's policy limiting use
of sick leave to the employee's own illness, which the court said was 'exactly [the]
type of harm that 1itle VII seeks to redress'.80 Another struck down an employer
policy under which women were required to use sick time for parental leave, but
men were not, where it was more advantageous for employees to save their sick
time (as accumulated pay)."'
As these disparate impact cases - and the disparate treatment cases described
earlier - demonstrate, American employment lawyers have developed a robust area
of law using prohibitions against sex discrimination to challenge both adverse
treatment of mothers at work based on gender stereotypes around caregiving and
employer policies that incorporate those stereotypes into workplace structures to
the disproportionate detriment of mothers. The advantage of developing American
caregiver discrimination law in this way is that it tackles head-on underlying biases
that may be overlooked when public policy focuses exclusively on providing
parental leave and workplace accommodations. Of course, if the kinds of family
supports available in Europe (and, indeed, elsewhere in the world) were available in
the United States, American families would be far better off Nevertheless,
American caregiver discrimination law offers lessons on identifying and addressing
the underlying stereotypes that threaten to derail the success of even the most
generous public policies for work-family reconciliation.
4 CAREGIVER DISCRIMINATION AS PART OF LABOUR
LAW AND OF A NATIONAL AGENDA FOR WORK-FAMILY
RECONCILIATION
The view from the United States on caregiver discrimination sends important
messages to labour lawyers and work-family advocates worldwide. The key
message is that discrimination against mothers is the strongest form of gender bias
at work today - and discrimination against fathers who take an active role in
78 S1,iat,(r u Conniandci Ariy arid Air Fort, Ex , v Sice, 667 F Supp. 414 (ND Tex 1985). On greater
likelihood to relocate for men's jobs than w omen's jobs, see, e.g., Deborah L. Rhode, 'Occupational
Inequality', Duke Law Journal (1988): 12C7, 1214, 1216; Deborah L. Rhode, 'The 'No-Problem'
Problem: Feminist Challenges and Cultural Change', Yle Latvjou nal 100 (1991): 1731, 1748-1749,
1749, n.80.
79 EEOC M. hai4 sky & Co., 768 F Supp. 647 (N.D. I1I. 1991).
8' Robe "r Unied Statc" Post iaster General, 947 E Supp. 282,284 (E.D.Tex. 1996).
81 Cit of0A-ruquequc, 417 F3d 1144 (10th Cir. 2005).
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family caregiving often is even stronger.- A study of labour law that leaves out the
issue of caregiver bias overlooks a key driver of gender inequity - and leaves
uncontested the common (and unconvincing) view that mothers' economic
marginalization reflects nothing more than mothers' own choices.
Further, US caregiver litigation highlights an important point that lies at the
heart of any effort toward work-family reconciliation: that the traditional long
hours, full-time schedule, itself, is gendered. Indeed, what constitutes 'full time'
work has changed a lot, with the only continuity being that 'full time' has
always defined the schedule that men typically work.83 As policymakers world
wide consider work-family reconciliation, this discussion of caregiver litigation
drives home the point that the human capital of women never will be fully tapped
until the old-fashioned definition of the ideal worker is replaced by a more
modern understanding that workers, simultaneously, are members of a family to
whom they have ongoing caregiving responsibilities. Workplaces designed around
men's bodies and men's traditional life patterns inevitably lead to widespread
attrition among women after they have children. At a microeconomic level,
workplace-workforce mismatch hurts the employers who foot the bill for
increases in absenteeism and turnover and for decreases in productivity.84 At
a macroeconomic level, workplace-workforce mismatch hurts a country's
competitive position by squandering human capital the country has paid a steep
price to develop.
A crucial, final message gleaned from recent social science research and US
caregiver litigation concerns the effective design of public policies for work-family
reconciliation. The social science on the maternal wall highlights the fact that
countries that have passed substantial work-family reconciliation legislation still
need to be attentive to whether the intended beneficiaries - women who take
maternity leave, men who take parental leave, and workers who request workplace
flexibility - are stigmatized when they do so by gender bias. Unless and until that
issue is addressed, women will be penalized for taking the leave or using the
flexibility promised to them by law. Likewise, men will remain reluctant to take
family leave or request workplace flexibility, for tear of encountering stigma and
penalties at work. Parental leave and working hours legislation clearly provide
promise for reconciling work and family to achieve greater workplace gender
equity, yet only by also addressing the underlying biases and discrimination against
mothers and other caregivers can this promise become a reality.
82 See sup.ra n. 45 and accompanying text.
See generillv A. Kessler-Harris, lu Purs'it of Lquai,:1 Hlomen, Mien, and the Qes fir Ecom oic Cii i i1
20ti CenturyA erica (NewYork, NY: Oxford University Press, 2001) (chronicling the gendered history of
wage work and social policy in the United S tes throughout the twentieth century).
8, See, e.g., WFC Resources, 'Making the Business Case for Flexibility', <www.workftamilcorn/
Work-lifeClearinghouse/UpDates/ud0043.ht> (collecting studies).
